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ABSTRACT The coalescent process for prokaryote species is theoretically considered. Prokaryotes undergo homologous re-
combination not only with other individuals within the same species (intra-specific recombination) but also with other species
(inter-specific recombination). This work particularly focuses the latter because the former has been well incorporated in the
framework of the coalescent. We here developed a simulation framework for generating patterns of SNPs (single nucleotide
polymorphisms) allowing integration of external DNA out of the focal species, and a simulator named msPro was developed.
We found that the joint work of intra- and inter-specific recombination creates a complex pattern of SNPs. The direct effect of
inter-specific recombination is to increase the amount of polymorphism. Because inter-specific recombination is very rare in
general, it creates a regions with an exceptionally high level of polymorphisms. Following an inter-specific recombination event,
intra-specific recombination chop the integrated foreign DNA into small pieces, making a complicated pattern of SNPs that looks
as if foreign DNAs were integrated multiple times. This work with the msPro simulator would be useful to understand and evaluate
the relative contribution of intra- and inter specific recombination to creating complicated patterns of SNPs in prokaryotes.

The coalescent is a population genetic theory, which con-1

siders the evolutionary process backward in time (Kingman2

1982; Hudson 1983b; Tajima 1983). The coalescent theory3

has been mainly developed by assuming its application to4

higher eukaryotes, perhaps due to a historical reasons: The5

major model species of population genetics have been higher6

eukaryotes such as Drosophila and human (e.g., Hartl and7

Clark 2007). The coalescent provides an extremely powerful8

simulation tool for analyzing the pattern of single nucleotide9

polymorphisms (SNPs) in sampled sequences. It is flexible10

enough to incorporate major evolutionary processes includ-11

ing random genetic drift, mutation, recombination and demo-12

graphic history (e.g., Hudson 1990; Nordborg 2001; Wakeley13

2008), whereas it is not very straightforward to incorporate14

complex modes of selection (but see Krone and Neuhauser15

1997; Neuhauser and Krone 1997; Donnelly and Kurtz 1999;16

Fearnhead 2006). ms is one of the most popular coalescent17

simulators, which allows to produce patterns of neutral SNPs18

under various settings of demography (Hudson 2002). It in-19

corporates two major outcomes of meiotic recombination,20

that is, meiotic crossing-over and gene conversion.21

Prokaryotes are unique in that they are haploids and do not22
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undergo meiosis, and therefore their recombination mecha-23

nisms are quite different from that of meiotic recombination24

in eukaryotes. Nevertheless, the coalescent can work with25

prokaryotes with a relatively simple modification: Recombi-26

nation is treated as an event analogous to meiotic gene con-27

version because a prokaryote’s circular chromosome needs28

double “crossing-over” to exchange a DNA fragment. This29

modification can well explain the nature of prokaryotes’ ho-30

mologous recombination as we will explain below. The ap-31

plication of the coalescent theory to bacteria became partic-32

ularly popular since McVean et al. developed the software33

LDhat (McVean et al. 2002) for estimating the recombina-34

tion rate, which is a modified version of Hudosn’s compos-35

ite likelihood method (Hudson 2001). Because LDhat al-36

lows recurrent mutations at a single site, it is more suitable37

to species with a large population size like bacteria. LDhat38

has been applied to the multilocus sequence typing (MLST)39

data (e.g., Jolley et al. 2005; Pérez-Losada et al. 2006; Wirth40

et al. 2006) and genome-wide SNP data from various species41

(e.g., Touchon et al. 2009; Donati et al. 2010; Haven et al.42

2011), demonstrating a great variation in the recombination43

rate across species. Hudson’s ms software has also been44

successfully used (e.g., Pepperell et al. 2010; Thomas et al.45

2012; Zhang et al. 2012; Takuno et al. 2012; Cornejo et al.46

2013; Nell et al. 2013; Krause et al. 2014; Shapiro 2014;47
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Figure 1 Three major mechanisms for prokaryotes to integrate external DNA: natural transformation (A), transduction
(B), and conjugation (C). The host genome and external DNA are presented in blue and red, respectively. (D, E) Two
outcomes of recombination via insertion (D) and homologous recombination (E).

Rosen et al. 2015).48

Thus, despite the large difference in the recombination49

mechanism between eukaryotes and prokaryotes, it is tech-50

nically not very difficult to handle prokaryotes’ homolo-51

gous recombination in the coalescent framework. However,52

this holds only when recombination occurs within a single53

species. This assumption should hold quite strictly in eukary-54

otes, but not in prokaryotes for which the concept of species55

is not as strict as eukaryotes (e.g., Cohan 2002b; Doolittle and56

Papke 2006; Achtman and Wagner 2008) because of frequent57

exchanges of DNA between different species due to the na-58

ture of their recombination mechanism, as is described in the59

following.60

Prokaryotes undergo recombination by incorporating DNA61

outside of the cell through three major mechanisms: natural62

transformation, transduction, and conjugation, as illustrated63

in Figure 1 (e.g., Snyder et al. 2013). Natural transforma-64

tion is a process involving direct uptake of a free extracellu-65

lar DNA and the integration under natural bacterial growth66

conditions (Figure 1A). Transduction is a process in which67

bacterial DNA is introduced into the other bacteria through68

infection by a phage containing the DNA (Figure 1B). Con-69

jugation is the transfer of DNA from one bacterial cell to an-70

other by the transfer functions of a self-transmissible DNA71

elements, frequently associated with plasmids (Figure 1C).72

It is known that such incorporated DNA from outside of the73

cell is usually harmful when integrated into the host genome,74

so that there are a number of mechanisms to avoid integra-75

tion (e.g., Lorenz and Wackernagel 1994; Majewski 2001;76

Cohan 2002a; Chen and Dubnau 2004; Thomas and Nielsen77

2005; Marraffini and Sontheimer 2010; Vasu and Nagaraja78

2013). Because DNAs from different species should be much79

more harmful than those from the same species, most mech-80

anisms involve some kind of self-recognition systems, in81
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which markers are distributed through the genome to dis-82

tinguish from those originating external source (i.e., differ-83

ent species). In some bacterial species, such as Neisseria84

gonorrhoeae and Haemophilus influenzae, efficient natural85

transformation requires the presence of short sequence mo-86

tifs (∼10bp), called as DNA uptake sequences (DUS) or up-87

take signal sequences (USS), that is interspersed among the88

genome, which may prevent the incoming DNA from differ-89

ent species (or strains) integrating into their genomes. Phage90

defense mechanisms may also work against incoming DNA91

from external source. The restriction-modification system is92

a common mechanism or degrading DNA that is not prop-93

erly modified (e.g., through DNA methylation), which have94

been identified in∼90% of prokaryote species (Roberts et al.95

2010). Clustered, regularly interspaced short palindromic re-96

peat (CRISPR) loci and their associated proteins (Cas) are97

found in the genomes of ∼90% of archaea and ∼50% of eu-98

bacteria (Grissa et al. 2007; Rousseau et al. 2009). These99

sequences are separated by short sequences of DNA (23–50100

bp) known as spacers, most of which exhibit homology to101

previously encountered phage or plasmid genomes, suggest-102

ing that these loci provide memory for the bacteria to prevent103

repeated incoming encounters.104

In addition, when these mechanisms do not work perfectly,105

there is another round of screening process to prevent inte-106

gration of external DNA through homologous recombination107

(Majewski 2001). For example, recombination requires near108

identical regions (e.g., monitored by RecA mediated homol-109

ogy search), (Shen and Huang 1986; Majewski and Cohan110

1998) so that external DNA has less chance to be integrated.111

In addition, it is also pointed out that the mismatch repair sys-112

tem is effective in preventing recombination between highly113

mismatched sequences (Claverys and Lacks 1986; Majewski114

2001; Overballe-Petersen et al. 2013). Thus, there are a num-115

ber of molecular mechanisms to prevent integrating external116

DNA to the host genome. Nevertheless, it has been repeat-117

edly demonstrated that prokaryote genomes undergo recom-118

bination, not only within the same species but also with dif-119

ferent species (reviewed in Majewski 2001).120

There are two possible outcomes of recombination as121

shown in Figures 1D and E (see Lawrence 2013, for a re-122

view). One is that the incorporated DNA is inserted into the123

genome (Fig. 1D), and the other is that the incorporate DNA124

is exchanged with its homologous part of the genome if any125

(Fig. 1E). The former is known as horizontal gene transfer or126

lateral gene transfer, and its evolutionary role is emphasized127

when a novel gene is acquired and contributes to adaptation128

(Ochman et al. 2000; Dobrindt et al. 2004; Fraser et al. 2009;129

Polz et al. 2013), although the frequency and importance130

of such illegitimate recombination is under debate (de Vries131

et al. 2001; Shapiro et al. 2012). The latter is known as ho-132

mologous recombination, and it usually involves DNAs from133

the same species because the near-identity requirement of the134

RecA mediated homology search criteria is easily satisfied,135

whereas it is also possible that DNA from different species136

is integrated as long as it retains some homology. Homolo-137

gous recombination between different species sometimes re-138

mains unique patterns of SNPs, from which we can search for139

their footprints in the sequence data (reviewed in Awadalla140

2003; Didelot and Maiden 2010; Azad and Lawrence 2012;141

Nakhleh 2013).142

The focus of this article is the latter, homologous recom-143

bination. Considering the mechanism of homologous re-144

combination involving double crossing-over, the outcome145

is similar to meiotic gene conversion. Therefore, as men-146

tioned earlier, the standard coalescent has been commonly147

applied for analyzing patterns of SNPs in bacteria with a sim-148

ple modification in the setting; the rate of crossing-over is149

set to zero, so that all recombination events (i.e., homolo-150

gous recombination) are treated as if they are meiotic gene151

conversion. This application should be reasonable as long152

as the donor of homologous recombination is always an-153

other individual in the same species. However, it is well154

known that homologous recombination occasionally involves155

DNA from other species, and this is the case that the stan-156

dard coalescent cannot handle. The purpose of this work is157

to develop the theoretical framework of the coalescent for158

prokaryotes, which allows homologous recombination both159

within and between species. We also developed a simu-160

lation software named msPro, which will be available at161

http://www.sendou.soken.ac.jp/esb/innan/InnanLab/).162

Theoretical Framework163

Overview: Consider a sample of prokaryote DNA sequences164

with length L bp from n haploids, and trace their ancestral165

lineages backward in time. Figure 2A shows an example of166

an ancestral recombination graph under the standard coales-167

cent, in which all recombination is assumed to be homolo-168

gous recombination within the same species (Hudson 1983a;169

Griffiths and Marjoram 1996). Under this setting, the process170

is analogous to meiotic gene conversion in the standard coa-171

lescent for diploid eukaryotes (McVean et al. 2002; Awadalla172

2003). A coalescent event merges the ancestral lineages (e.g.,173

events 3, 4, 5, and 6 in Fig. 2A), and homologous recom-174

bination separates the lineage into two (e.g., event 1, and 2175

in Fig. 2A). For example, event 1 in Fig. 2A is a homolo-176

gous recombination, in which a short fragment (presented by177

a gray box) is integrated into the recipient genome, so that the178

ancestral lineage is separated into two; one for the recipient179

genome and the other is for the integrated fragment. Then,180

following the standard treatment, we further trace their an-181

cestral lineages until the lineages of all sampled chromosome182

merge to their MRCA (Most Recent Common Ancestor),183

which is referred to as MRCAall in this article. It should be184

noted that with the presence of recombination, different parts185

of the region have different histories, so that MRCAall cannot186

be identical across the region; different subregions chopped187
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by recombination should have their specific MRCAall. For188

example, MRCAall for the black region appears at time T6,189

while that for the gray region is at time T5 and for the other190

white regions are at T4 (Fig. 2A). The ancestral recombina-191

tion graph has all historical information for the entire regions192

as illustrated in Fig. 2A. With this ancestral recombination193

graph, a pattern of SNPs can be simulated by randomly dis-194

tributing point mutations on the graph. Thus, the standard195

coalescent treatment works for prokaryotes with homologous196

recombination within species (McVean et al. 2002; Awadalla197

2003).198

The problem is when DNA from other species is integrated199

by homologous recombination. Figure 2B illustrates such a200

situation, in which event 2 is assumed to be a homologous201

recombination event from external source (i.e., integration of202

DNA from other species), which is presented in a red box. In203

this case, the ancestral lineage of the transferred DNA orig-204

inates from outside of the focal species, so that it is not in-205

volved in the coalescent process of the focal species before206

time T2. This is the situation that the standard coalescent can-207

not handle. We here propose a simple solution to this prob-208

lem: Tracing the ancestral lineage of external source should209

be terminated, and the coalescent process should be contin-210

ued without considering such terminated lineages. Under this211

treatment, the concept of the MRCA of all sampled sequences212

(MRCAall) does not apply to such a region that experienced213

homologous recombination from external source. The direct214

donor of the external DNA is called MRCAext, most recent215

common ancestor from external source, and MRCA of the216

rest is referred to as MRCAint, most recent common ancestor217

of internal lineages. In event 2 in Figure 2B, while the gray218

and white regions that are not involved in the integration of219

external DNA can be traced back to MRCAall (at T5 and T4,220

respectively), we may stop tracing the ancestral lineage of the221

red region at > T2, and the origin of this region is treated as222

a MRCAext. Thus, when a region experienced a homologous223

recombination from external source, the sampled sequences224

have two kinds of origins, one is MRCAext at T2 as the origin225

of the red part (shown by a red box with a star in Figure 2B)226

and the other is MRCAint at T3 as the origin of the rest, shown227

by a black box with a yellow star in Figure 2B.228

We here consider how to simulate a pattern of SNPs in229

such a region that experienced homologous recombination230

with external source. Note that provided the mechanism of231

homologous recombination, we assume a reasonable level of232

sequence identity between the external DNA and the focal233

species. This means that the external lineage should eventu-234

ally coalesce with the common ancestor of the focal species235

(on the time scale of species-divergence). However, it is very236

difficult to know the probability distribution of the time to237

such eventual common ancestor, which could be far older238

than the MRCA of the focal species.239

Alternatively, we develop an ad-hoc treatment that does240

not require any unknown ancient demographic history up to241

species divergence. The idea of our treatment is based on242

a number of empirical demonstrations that the rate of suc-243

cessful integration of external DNA heavily depends on the244

nucleotide divergence between the transferred fragment and245

the recipient sequence; the rate decays almost exponentially246

with increasing divergence as demonstrated by many authors247

(Albritton et al. 1984; Roberts and Cohan 1993; Vulić et al.248

1997; Zahrt and Maloy 1997; Lorenz and Sikorski 2000; Ma-249

jewski et al. 2000). See below for details.250

Homologous recombination within species (intra-specific251

recombination): It is relatively straightforward to incorpo-252

rate homologous recombination within species as mentioned253

above. Following previous studies (Wiuf and Hein 2000;254

McVean et al. 2002), we assume that a homologous recom-255

bination event is initiated at any position at rate g per site per256

generation. Then, it is assumed that the elongation process257

proceeds such that the length of transferred tract, z, follows a258

geometric distribution, with mean tract length = λ bp:259

Qint(z) = q(1− q)z−1, (1)

where q = 1/λ. This assumption is supported by empiri-260

cal studies on transformation of many species including He-261

licobacter pylori (Lin et al. 2009), Streptococcus pneumoniae262

(Croucher et al. 2012), and Haemophilus influenzae (Mell263

et al. 2014). For mathematical convenience, we assume uni-264

directional elongation of conversion tract from 5’ to 3’, which265

has no quantitative effect on the pattern of SNPs. Given266

Equation 1, the rate that a region of L bp undergoes homolo-267

gous recombination per generation is given by268

g′ = Rin +Rleft, (2)

where Rin is the rate of gene conversion initiating inside the269

region and Rleft is the rate outside the region but ending270

within the observed sequence. Rin and Rleft are given by271

Rin = gL,

Rleft =
L∑

i=1

gQint(z ≥ i) =
L∑

i=1

g(1− q)i, (3)

Assuming all recombination is neutral, this rate (g′) is iden-272

tical to the backward recombination rate, which can be di-273

rectly incorporated into the coalescent framework. The back-274

ward recombination rate per generation is defined as the rate275

at which a lineage undergo recombination when a lineage is276

traced back for a single generation.277

It is interesting to note that Equation 2 does not include the278

probability that a recombination tract cover the entire sim-279

ulated region. This is because such recombination simply280

causes a shift of a lineage to another lineage within the same281

population, which does not essentially affect the coalescent282

process. However, this does affect the process if the recombi-283

nation event occurs with different species as we will explain284

in the next section (see below).285
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Figure 2 (A) Ancestral recombination graph with recombination within species alone. An example with sample size
n = 3 is illustrated. The sampled three genomes are shown by long boxes, where regions with different histories
are presented in different colors. The ancestral lineage is split into two by a recombination event (REC), while a pair
of ancestral lineages merges by a coalescent event (COAL). The boxes with dashed lines represent dummy regions
whose descendants do not show up in the sample. The two short regions in gray an black are transferred fragment
by gene conversion-like recombination events. MRCAall for each region is shown by a star. The white part has MRCA
at T4, the gray part has MRCA at T5 and the black part has MRCA at T6. (B) Ancestral recombination graph with
recombination within species and from external source. The region transferred from external source is shown in red.

It should be noted that there are three mechanisms for a cell286

to incorporate DNA, transformation, transduction and conju-287

gation, through which homologous recombination can occur.288

They occur at different rates and typical lengths of integrated289

tracts should be different. Quite short fragments are usually290

integrated through transformation, while relatively large frag-291

ments may be involved in recombination through transduc-292

tion and conjugation (Cohan 2002a). Therefore, it is biologi-293

cally reasonable to model these processes separately, and this294

is what was done in earlier studies (see Maynard Smith 1994;295
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Hudson 1994).296

However, in some studies (particularly in coalescent-based297

studies), all three recombination processes are not specified298

(e.g., Falush et al. 2001; McVean et al. 2002; Awadalla 2003;299

Fearnhead et al. 2005). This should be partly because the300

three mechanisms are commonly summarized by a single301

backward recombination rate and the tract length is sim-302

ply assumed to follow a geometric distribution (although not303

specifically described in these literatures to the best of our304

knowledge). This may work perhaps because the possible305

outcome of the three recombination mechanisms are similar306

in that they can be described as a double-recombination event307

(Wiuf 2001) even when the typical tract lengths and rates308

are different (Maynard Smith 1994; Hudson 1994), but we309

should remember that this is a conventional approximation.310

More strictly, if we consider the three mechanisms sep-311

arately, denote by gtf , gtd, and gcj, respectively, the initia-312

tion rates of transformation-, transduction- and conjugation-313

oriented recombination per site per generation, and for each,314

let us assume that the tract length follows a geometric dis-315

tribution (the mean lengths are λtf , λtd, and λcj for the316

three mechanisms). Then, the total initiation rate per site317

is gtotal = gtf + gtd + gcj, but the density distribution of318

tract length is not a simple geometric distribution with a sin-319

gle parameter, rather given by an average of three geometric320

distributions:321

Qint(z) =
1

gtotal

×
[
gtfqtr(1− qtr)z−1 + gtdqtd(1− qtd)z−1

+gcjqcj(1− qcj)z−1
]
, (4)

where qtr = 1/λtr, qtd = 1/λtd, and qcj = 1/λcj. Thus,322

strictly speaking, there should be situations where the ad-323

hoc treatment using a single geometric distribution may not324

hold. Nevertheless, the simplified treatment may work fairly325

well if we assume that one of the three mechanisms dom-326

inates the other two. For example, it is well known that327

many of Bacillus species show a very high transformation328

rate (especially in laboratory strains of B. subtilis, Earl et al.329

2008), whereas some species are not naturally transformable330

(e.g., Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium; Lorenz and331

Wackernagel 1994) and conjugation and/or transduction may332

be should be the major cause of recombination.333

Thus, although it is mathematically correct to model the334

three mechanisms separately, there should be many cases335

where it is reasonable to use the simplified treatment. This336

is convenient to apply the coalescent theory to real polymor-337

phism data for estimating the rate of homologous recombi-338

nation, especially when the relative contributions of the three339

mechanisms are unknown. In this work, therefore, we em-340

ploy the simplified treatment with a single rate of homolo-341

gous recombination (Equation 2) with a single geometric dis-342

tribution with parameter q (Equation 1), following previous343

theoretically studies (Falush et al. 2001; McVean et al. 2002;344

Fearnhead et al. 2005; Jolley et al. 2005; Didelot and Falush345

2007).346

As mentioned above, a homologous recombination event347

within prokaryote species is easily incorporated in the stan-348

dard framework of the coalescent (Wiuf and Hein 2000;349

McVean et al. 2002; Fearnhead et al. 2005; Jolley et al.350

2005). That is, when tracing the ancestral lineage of a certain351

sequence with L bp, the process waits for either coalescent352

or recombination event, and the per-generation rate for the353

latter is given by Equation 2, while the rate of coalescence is354

given by
(
n
2

)
/N , where N is the population size and n is the355

number of lineages.356

Note that this simple process holds in a single population,357

in which coalescence occurs randomly between any individ-358

uals in the population and so does recombination, but it is359

straightforward to incorporate population structure and de-360

mographic history into this framework as is done for eukary-361

ote cases. The difference between eukaryote and prokary-362

ote is the causes of population structure. In eukaryotes, lim-363

ited migration between geographic barriers should be the364

major cause, and this also applies to prokaryotes although365

more complicated. For example, subpopulations of infectious366

species may form based on host individuals.367

In addition, there are two major classes of isolation in368

prokaryote, ecological and genetic isolation. Ecological iso-369

lation is defined as a difference of niche that can reduce the370

rate of recombination between bacterial populations (Cohan371

2002a,b). Physiological difference between donor and recip-372

ient would decrease the chance of recombination. For ex-373

ample, Vibrio splendidus lives in coastal bacterioplankton,374

exhibiting resource partitioning (specific season and/or free-375

living size fraction) among strains and phylogenetic diver-376

gence corresponding to each niche. It is suggested that eco-377

logical isolation is working as a barrier of DNA exchanges378

between niches (Hunt et al. 2008). Genetic isolation is de-379

fined as the establishment of mutation accumulation that pre-380

vents one strain from integrating foreign DNA of other strains381

(e.g., Lawrence 2013). As described in the Introduction, the382

rate of successful integration of DNA of other strains de-383

pends on a number of self-recognition mechanisms, includ-384

ing short-specific sequences (i.e., DUS or USS), restriction-385

modification systems, RecA-mediated homology search, and386

mismatch correction system. While both ecological and ge-387

netic isolation are often used in the context of homologous388

recombination with different species (or strains) involved in389

sexual isolation (Cohan 2002a; Fraser et al. 2009), these con-390

cept should work for homologous recombination within the391

same species but between different populations (or strains).392

Thus, there are many factors to cause isolation within the393

same species, which should heavily affect the pattern of the394

coalescent process. Therefore, when analyzing data with coa-395
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lescent simulations, past demographic history including such396

isolations should be well taken into account accordingly (e.g.,397

Kreitman 2000; Nordborg 2001; Rosenberg and Nordborg398

2002; Nordborg and Innan 2002; Sousa and Hey 2013).399

Homologous recombination with different species (inter-400

specific recombination): We again use the backward argu-401

ment. We define h as the backward recombination initiation402

rate per site. That is, when tracing the ancestral lineage of403

a single generation backward in time, h is the rate at which404

the lineage experiences a recombination event from external405

source that is initiated at the focal site (the same definition406

as g except for the source of integrated DNA). Given h, we407

can compute h′, the rate for the simulated region, using a408

similar equation to (2) (see below for details). With this rate409

specified, it is very straightforward to incorporate homolo-410

gous recombination with different species into the coalescent411

framework: When tracing a lineage of a sequence with L bp,412

the process considers which is the next event, coalescence,413

recombination within species or recombination from exter-414

nal source, with relative backward rates,
(
n
2

)
/N , g′ and h′,415

respectively. If a recombination event from external source416

occurs, the length of a transferred region is randomly deter-417

mined (see below). Then, the transferred region is replaced418

by a sequence representing external source. Thus, the pro-419

cess can be well merged with the backward treatment of the420

coalescent, except that the biological interpretation of h, the421

backward rate recombination from external source, should be422

considered carefully, as we explain in the following.423

In order to define h, let us consider the coalescent process424

of a particular species (population), around which there are425

a number of different species. The focal species potentially426

undergoes recombination with these species, and the rate of427

such recombination should be determined by a number of ge-428

netic and ecological factors as mentioned above. Figure 3429

illustrates a hypothetical situation of a certain species, S0,430

around which there are five other species (S1 – S5), and their431

proportion is shown in the pie-chart (Figure 3A). The five432

species are in the order based on the divergence (d) from433

S0. d in each species might follow some distribution as il-434

lustrated in Figure 3B. Then, the dashed line (lines in five435

colors combined) in Figure 3B can be considered to repre-436

sent the density distribution of divergence of DNA sequences437

that could recombine with the focal species. As mentioned438

above, the rate of successful integration of these DNA to the439

focal species varies depending on the species due to the ge-440

netic and ecological barriers against recombination. Further-441

more, even when recombination successfully occurred, inte-442

grated DNA may be deleterious to the host individual and443

could be immediately selected out of the population. The444

distribution in the solid line in Figure 3B takes these effects445

into account, and the degree of reduction for each species is446

shown by an arrow. Then, noting that the tract length of ho-447

mologous recombination roughly follows a geometric distri-448

bution, we obtain Qext(d, z
′), the joint distribution of d and449

successfully integrated tract length (z′) as illustrated in Fig-450

ure 3C. The definition of h is the per-site rate of such success-451

ful recombination from external source. h is much smaller452

than the forward recombination rate because we assume that453

deleterious recombinations are immediately purged from the454

population. In other words, we here assume that success-455

fully incorporate foreign DNAs are neutral in the population456

of the focal species. Under this setting, recombination from457

external source can be simply incorporated in the coalescent458

framework as described above: The event of recombination459

from external source is included at rate h′ together with coa-460

lescence and recombination within species that occur at rates461 (
n
2

)
/N and g′, respectively. When recombination from ex-462

ternal source occurs, the tract length (z′) and nucleotide di-463

vergence within the tract (d) can be determined as a random464

variable from Qext(d, z
′).465

The computation of h′ from h is slightly different from466

the treatment for recombination within the same species (see467

Equation 4), because we cannot ignore the recombination468

event that encompassed the entire simulated region. That is,469

h′ is given by470

h′ = Rh
in +Rh

left +Rh
all, (5)

whereRh
in is the rate of recombination initiating inside the re-471

gion, Rh
left is the rate initiating outside the region and ending472

within the focal sequence, and Rh
all is the rate initiating the473

5’ upstream of the region and ending in the 3’ downstream of474

the region. Rh
in and Rh

left and Rh
all are given by475

Rh
in = hL,

Rh
left =

L∑
i=1

hQext(z
′ ≥ i),

Rh
all =

∞∑
i=L+1

hQext(z
′ ≥ i), (6)

where Qext(z
′) is calculated by integrating the joint proba-476

bility distribution (Qext(d, z
′)) over d. From Equations 5-6,477

h′ is written as478

h′ = h

(
L+

∞∑
i=1

Qext(z
′ ≥ i)

)
. (7)

Mutation: Once an ancestral recombination graph is con-479

structed, neutral point mutations are distributed on it. Our480

model assumes a finite length of sequence (L bp), and mu-481

tation occurs symmetrically between two allelic states at rate482

µ per site per generation, and the population mutation rate is483

defined as θ = 2Nµ.484

Results and Discussion485

We carried out simulations to generate a number of pat-486

terns of SNPs to demonstrate the effect of homologous re-487
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Figure 3 Illustrating a hypothetical environment where five different species (S1 - S5) are there around the focal
species, S0. (A) The proportion of the five species in the environment. (B) Density distribution of the divergence
of environmental DNA from the focal species (dashed line) and the waited distribution according to the probability
of successful integration in the genome of the focal species. (C) The joint density distribution of d and successfully
integrated tract length (z′).

combination from external source (inter-specific recombina-488

tion). The mutation rate θ = 0.01 was fixed throughout489

this work. For recombination within the focal species (intra-490

specific recombination), the mean tract length was fixed to491

be λ = 1000 bp, and the rate (g) was changed. We first492

considered a relatively low recombination rate from external493

source (2Nh = 0.00005). We here used a simplified assump-494

tion to demonstrate the point, that is, the average divergence495

to external DNA was fixed to be 20% and the tract length496

followed a geometric distribution with a fixed mean ξ (i.e.,497

Qext(d = 0.2, z′) = ξ−1(1−ξ−1)z′−1). Figure 4 shows typi-498

cal patterns of SNPs from the simulation results with n = 10,499

and L = 5, 000. The positions of SNPs are presented by500

solid vertical lines along the simulated region. In Figure 4A,501

no recombination within species is assumed (2Ng = 0). One502

recombination event (607 bp) from external source occurred503

t = 0.23N generations ago on the ancestral lineage of indi-504

viduals 2, 5 and 10, and the positions of two breakpoints of505

the recombination event are shown by red arrows. The region506

that originates from foreign DNA can be clearly recognized507

as a cluster of SNPs due to large divergence (d = 0.2, 20508

times larger than θ). This region is referred to as Region 1509

and boxed in red. Neighbor-jointing tree for this region is510

completely different form that for the other region: Individ-511

uals 2, 5 and 10 are highly diverged from the other seven512

individuals in Region 1.513

It is thus obvious that the level of polymorphism increases514

as recombination events from external source increases. As515

shown in Figure 5A, the level of polymorphism increases516

with increasing the initiation rate (h), mean tract length (ξ)517

and divergence (d), where the amount of polymorphism is518

measured by π, the average number of nucleotide differences519

per site. This simulation result agrees with theoretical predic-520

tion that the expectation of π is given by a simple function of521

h, ξ, d:522

θ + φ

1 + 2(θ + φ)
, (8)

where φ = 2Nhξd. See Appendix for the derivation. It is523

obvious that the most important parameter is the product of524

three recombination-associated parameters, hξd, which rep-525

resents the probability that the allelic state at a single site526

is flipped by recombination (see Appendix), as Figure 5B527

clearly demonstrates that π is given by a simple liner func-528

tion of hξd.529

In Figure 4B, a moderate level of recombination within530

species (intra-specific recombination) is introduced (2Ng =531

0.001). Two external DNA fragments are integrated (Regions532

2 and 3). In Region 2, a 643 bp of foreign DNA was inte-533

grated t = 0.61N generations ago. It is important to notice534

that whereas individuals 2, 3, 7 and 9 have the entire frag-535

ment, only a part of the integrated fragment is observed in536

individuals 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10. This is due to intra-specific re-537

combination that occurred after the integration; the integrated538

fragment was chopped into pieces and distributed into the539

population. By looking at the simulated ancestral recombina-540

tion graph, we found three such intra-specific recombination541
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Figure 4 Typical patterns of SNPs with inter-specific recombination from external source with no intra-specific re-
combination (A; 2Ng = 0), with a moderate level of intra-specific recombination (B; 2Ng = 0.001), and with a high
recombination rate (C; 2Ng = 0.005). Vertical bars indicate the locations of point mutations in the simulated re-
gion with L = 5000 bp. The regions that experienced inter-specific recombination are specified (Regions 1-6), and
neighbor-jointing trees for these regions are shown in comparison with other regions with no inter-specific recombi-
nation. The breakpoints of inter-specific recombination events are presented by red allows, while blue ones exhibits
intra-specific recombination events that fragmented the integrated foreign DNAs shown in red boxes.

events occurred (blue arrows the breakpoints). By contrast,542

in Region 3, due to its recent origin (t = 0.13N generations543

ago), no intra-specific recombination was involved so that the544

entire integrated region (1286 bp) remains intact in individu-545

als 5 and 8, similar to Region 1 in Figure 4A.546

With even a higher intra-specific recombination rate547

(2Ng = 0.005) in Figure 4C, fragmentation is more en-548

hanced. There are three regions that experienced recombi-549

nation from external source (Regions 4, 5 and 6), and all550

of them involved intra-specific recombination. An intriguing551

pattern is seen in Region 5, where only a part of the inte-552

grated flagrant is observed in the sample. The recombination553

occurred t = 0.44N generations ago. The actual length of554

the integrated foreign fragment was more than 883 bp, but555

none of the sampled ten individuals have the 5’ breakpoint.556

This process can be well understood with the cartoon in Fig-557

ure 6, which illustrates the typical behaviors of population558

frequency of a foreign DNA integrated at time 0 with and559

without intra-specific recombination. With no intra-specific560

recombination, the entire integrated DNA can be vertically561

transmitted in the following generations (Figure 6A). By con-562

trast, with intra-specific recombination, the integrated DNA563

is fragmented into various lengths (Figure 6B). As a conse-564

quence, more individuals have chances to have a part of the565

integrated DNA, but the length of the integrated DNA in each566

individual is on average short; some might lose the 5’ break-567

point and some might have only a short region in the mid-568

dle. One potential caveat when interpreting data is that, when569

there was only one inter-specific recombination event, one570

might think multiple inter-specific events have incorporated571
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Figure 5 The effect of recombination from external source on the amount of polymorphism measure by π (A) π as a
function of 2Nh. (B) π is in a clear linear correlation with 2Nhξd (Equation 8). The averages π over 10,000 runs of
simulations with n = 15 and L = 10, 000 are shown.

A B
Original Original

Recombinant

Recombinant

Figure 6 Cartoons of the typical behavior of population frequency of a foreign DNA, (A) without intra-specific re-
combination and (B) with intra-specific recombination. The time of the foreign DNA introduced into the population is
denoted by a thick black arrow, producing a recombinant haplotype in which the integrated DNA is specified by a red
box and arrows. (A) When there is no intra-specific recombination, the population consists of two haplotypes, the
original and recombinant haplotype. (B) When intra-specific recombination is involved, the integrated DNA could be
fragmented by recombination, thereby creating various kinds of recombinant haplotypes, each of which should have
only a part of the integrated DNA. Additional breakpoints by intra-specific recombination are shown by blue arrows.
In such a situation, the number of individuals having at least a part of part of the integrated DNA is much larger than
the case with no recombination (A), while the length of integrated DNA is shorter.

foreign DNA independently. Indeed, when applied to one572

of our simulated data, GENECONV (Sawyer 1989), a com-573

monly used software to detect gene conversion tracts, identi-574

fies a number of gene conversion tracts around the region that575

experienced a single time of inter-specific recombination, that576

incorporated a 2000 bp of foreign DNA at t = 0.94N (Fig-577

ure 7). The tracts inferred by GENECONV are presented by578

purple lines, showing as if there is a hotspot of integration.579

Given this effect of inter-specific recombination, it is pre-580

dicted that with increasing the rate of intra-specific recom-581

bination, (i) the number of individuals having foreign DNA582

increases and (ii) the length of foreign DNA decreases. This583

is quantitatively demonstrated by simulations (Figure 8). Fig-584

ure 8 shows that the number of individuals that have at least585

a part of foreign DNA increase as the rate of intra-specific re-586

combination (2Ng) increases (Figure 8A), whereas the aver-587

age length of each foreign DNA in the sample decreases (Fig-588

ure 8B). This effect of intra-specific recombination (2Ng) is589
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Figure 7 Application of GENECONV to a simulated region (n = 10, L = 30, 000 bp), in which a 2000 bp of foreign
DNA was integrated 0.94N generation ago (red boxed), followed by three additional intra-specific recombinations that
fragmented the foreign DNA. The breakpoints of inter-specific recombination events are presented by red allows,
while blue ones exhibits intra-specific recombination events that fragmented the integrated foreign DNAs. Vertical
bars indicate the locations of point mutations. GENECONV with the default setting identified 11 integrated tracts
(purple horizontal bars), making it look as if there is a hotspot of integration.

larger when ξ is larger. These findings should be useful to im-590

prove the algorithms to identify genomic regions that under-591

went homologous recombination (Didelot and Falush 2007;592

Didelot et al. 2009; Ansari and Didelot 2014; Yahara et al.593

2014).594

We thus demonstrated that the joint work of intra- and595

inter-specific recombination could create a complicated pat-596

tern of SNPs and it is needed to obtain full theoretical under-597

standing of this for interpreting SNP data from prokaryotes.598

Given quite common homologous recombination from exter-599

nal source in prokaryotes and strong impact on the pattern of600

SNPs as we have shown here, we have to avoid a misleading601

interpretation of observed data due to recombination, poten-602

tially resulting in misevaluation of the relative contribution of603

demography and selection. We here developed a fast simula-604

tor for producing a number of realizations of SNPs with both605

intra- and inter-specific recombination. The software named606

msPro was developed based on Hudson’s commonly used607

software ms (msPro means ms for prokaryotes), and the in-608

put command and the form of output are very similar to ms.609

msPro can incorporate various forms of demographic history610

as ms does. msPro will be available upon request.611

It should be noted that our simulator runs after specify-612

ing the density distribution of external DNA, Qext. When613

there is no prior knowledge on the environmental DNA, it614

is difficult to set Qext. Considering such a case, the default615

setting of msPro is given as follows. A first approxima-616

tion is that the density distribution of tract length (z′) fol-617

low a geometric distribution ξ−1(1− ξ−1)z′−1, regardless of618

divergence. According to empirical studies (Zawadzki and619

Cohan 1995; Linz et al. 2000), typical lengths of integrated620

DNA may be a few kb, so we assume ξ = 1000 bp. If621

we assume a uniform distribution of divergence in the ex-622

ternal DNA in the environment, the density distribution of623

d (i.e., divergence of successfully integrated DNA) simply624

follows the rate of successful integration, which may be ap-625

proximated by an exponential distribution (see Fraser et al.626

2007, and references therein), namely, α exp[−αd], where627

α is a parameter to specify the decay. According to Fig-628

ure 1A in Fraser et al. (2007), α ∼ 20 might fit the ob-629

served data from some bacterial species. Therefore, we set630

Qext(d, z
′) = α exp[−αd]× ξ−1(1− ξ−1)z′−1.631
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Appendix949

Consider a certain site of two samples and changes of their950

state in one generation backward in time. Let Pt be their cur-951

rent diversity and Pt−1 be that of before generation. Assum-952

ing that de novo mutation and recombination between species953

does not occur simultaneously and occur once at most, recur-954

sion of the state of their diversity under a finite two-states955

model can be written,956

Pt−1 = (1− 2λh)

×
{
(Pt(1− 2µ) + 2µ(1− Pt)) (1−

1

N
) +

2µ

N

}
+2λh {(1− Pt)d+ Pt(1− d)} . (9)

The expression in the first curly bracket means the case that957

the recombination does not occur, while the expression in the958

second curly bracket means the opposite case. At equilibrium959

(i.e., Pt−1 = Pt), the recursion can be solved and then the960

states (denoted by P ∗) is,961

P ∗ =
2N(µ+ hλ(d− 2µ))

1− 2hλ+ 4Nhλd− 4µ+ 4Nµ+ 8hλµ− 8Nµλh

≈ θ + φ

1 + 2(θ + φ)
, (10)

where θ = 2Nµ and φ = 2Nhλd, and the terms with h or µ962

as factors are ignored. P ∗ is corresponding to the expectation963

of π in our framework.964
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